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LADY TAMARA 
CROSS TRAFFIC X GREER LYNN (SPEIGHTSTOWN)
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LADY TAMARA comes to Keeneland November in-foal to the #1 leading general sire INTO 
MISCHIEF. Not only is she offered in foal on 1 cover (MAR-13) to the hottest sire in America, but 
she is also the half sister to the spectacularly fast G1W MIA MISCHIEF (Into Mischief). As a 
result, LADY TAMARA's resulting foal is bred on a similar cross to Stonestreet's G1W 
millionaire filly. 

GREER LYNN (Speightstown) has already produced 4 winners including a G1W from her first 5 
foals to race but there is room for future updates with a yearling by INTO MSICHIEF 
and a weanling by his top-son at son GOLDENCENTS in the pipeline. 

OVERVIEW

In foal to 
INTO 

MISCHIEF 



MIA MISCHIEF: SHE JUST WANTS TO GO FAST

LADY TAMARA is the half-sister to the 
brilliantly fast MIA MISCHIEF. 

Bred with a need for speed, MIA 
MISCHIEF is part of a select group of 
horses who have run a (03) or better 
on Thoro-Graph at ages 2, 3, and 4.

At 3, she headed Saratoga to take on the 
best of her division in the G1 Test where 
she and MG1W SEPARATIONOFPOWERS 
absolutely threw down in a heated battle 
the entire length of the stretch.

While MIA MISCHIEF ultimately finished 
2nd by a head, she lost nothing in defeat 
in what is still remembered as one of 
the best races from that summer. 

MIA MISCHIEF and SEPARATIONOFPOWERS throw it down in the G1 Test at Saratoga.  

http://www.equibase.com/premium/eqbPDFChartPlus.cfm?RACE=9&BorP=P&TID=KEE&CTRY=USA&DT=04/07/2018&DAY=D&STYLE=EQB
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=61mLEYeB9rY


MIA MISCHIEF: SHE JUST WANTS TO GO FAST

As a 5-year-old, MIA MISCHIEF made her return to G1 competition in the 
Madison at Keeneland.  She proved her tenacity and speed once 
again, engaging in a heated stretch duel with MG1W GUARANA 
(Ghostzapper), narrowling missing her 2nd G1 win by just a half-length.

There is no doubt that MIA MISCHIEF is something truly special. She is a G1 
winner and she is the highest-earning female for the hottest sire in 
America. 

MIA MISCHIEF's future on the track and in the breeding shed will continue 
to be managed by some of the best connections in the business and LADY 
TAMARA represents your chance to tap into this brilliantly fast family. 

MIA MISCHIEF's star shined brightest as a 4-year-old when she won the G1 
Humana Distaff on Kentucky Derby Day. With this victory, she became the 
first G1W filly for super sire INTO MISCHIEF. Not only was she his first G1W 
female, but she is also his highest earning filly EVER. 

MIA MISCHIEF earns her first G1 win in the Humana Distaff.   



IN FOAL TO INTO MISCHIEF

LADY TAMARA is offered in foal on a  March 13th cover (1 cover, A+++ Nick 
*Triple Plus*)  to INTO MISCHIEF whose progeny has been firing on all surfaces 
and at all distances. As the #1 leading general sire in 2019, INTO MISHIEF has 
continued his reign on the sire standings well into 2020.

INTO MISCHIEF:
#1 LEADING SIRE IN NORTH AMERICA IN 2019

9 G1 Performers in 2019
Industry-high, led by MG1W/Dual-

Champion COVFEFE, G1W MIA MISCHIEF

#1 Sire of 2YOs in 2019
6 Stakes Winners, 41 Winners

    7 TDN Rising Stars          

Only Sire With 4 Seven-Figure 2YOs in 2019
$1,800,000, $1,500,000 $1,300,000 & $1,000,000

$19,000,000 in Progeny Earnings
Over $3.5 million more than any other stallion in North America



IN FOAL TO INTO MISCHIEF

#1 LEADING SIRE IN NORTH AMERICA IN 2020
After his industry topping 2019, INTO MISCHIEF's runners continue to deliver. 
He currently sits at #1 on the general sires list with 25 Black Type winners, 
10 Graded Stakes winners and 2 individual Grade 1 winners including 
Kentucky Derby winner AUTHENTIC.

RECENT TOP PERFORMERS INCLUDE



IN FOAL TO INTO MISCHIEF

A TOP-10 LEADING SIRE BY SALES RESULTS
INTO MISCHIEF is on a great trajectory right now. Thus far in the 2020 sales season, 

his yearlings sold for an average of $434,000. The stud fee for that crop was 
$100,000. Since then, Spendthrift has increased his stud fee to $175,000.

FUTURE UPDATES

LADY TAMARA is by top-10 leading 3rd crop sire CROSS TRAFFIC. While 
daughters of Cross Traffic have yet to produce any foals, it can be expected 
that his daughters could become strong producers much like his sire, 
UNBRIDLED'S SONG. 

The late UNBRIDLED'S SONG continually lands in the top 10 leading 
broodmare sires worldwide. In 2020, he is currently the #1 leading 
broodmare sire with his daughter's highest performer being the recent 
G1W VOLATILE.

While MIA MISCHIEF is clearly the standout under 1st dam GREER LYNN, the 
family does sport the opportunity for future updates with progeny by 
Top-20 leading sires. The 2-year-old sister, MISSY P (Into Mischief) is currently 
in training on the west coast with Richard Mandella. There is a Goldencents 
yearling filly and GREER LYNN is currently in foal to Medaglia d'Oro.
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SUMMARY

INTO MISCHIEF has already 
sired 20 Graded Stakes 

winners, 45 Stakes winners, 5 
millionaires, and 3 

champions, however one 
could argue that his best 

crops are yet to come as 
his current runners were 

all sired on stud fees of 
$100,000 or less. In 2019, he 

commanded a stud fee of 
$175,000.

This is your opportunity as a 
breeder to join the meteoric 

rise of INTO MISCHIEF.

Please let us know if you need any further information. 

LADY TAMARA is offered in-foal on a March 13th cover to the red-hot, #1 
leading general sire INTO MISCHIEF. The resulting foal is bred on a similar 
cross (A+++ Nick) to her G1W millionaire half-sister MIA MISCHIEF. 
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